CMA CGM
A LEADING SHIPPING GROUP IN INDIA
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Founded in Marseille in 1978 by Jacques Saadé, the CMA CGM Group is a leading worldwide shipping group. CMA CGM Group is today a global carrier operating on all the world’s shipping routes and offers the full range of logistics and transportation services to its customers.

In recent years, CMA CGM in India has grown to become an industry leader, consistently outgrowing the market using an approach centered on customer service, integrity, and innovation.

KEY FIGURES

- **16 BILLION USD IN REVENUES IN 2016**
- **15.6 MILLION TEUs TRANSPORTED IN 2016**
- **449 VESSELS, 160 COMPANY-OWNED VESSELS**
- **2,2 MILLIONS TEUs IN FLEET CAPACITY**
- **600 OFFICES WORLDWIDE IN 160 COUNTRIES**
- **200 SHIPPING LINES**
- **29,000 EMPLOYEES WORLDWIDE**
- **OVER 420 PORTS OF CALL OF WHICH 13 INDIA**
- **OVER 1,03 MILLIONS TEUs TRANSPORTED IN 2016**
- **133 MILLIONS SERVICES FROM / TO INDIA**
- **546 EMPLOYEES**
- **13 PORTS OF CALL**

CMA CGM IN INDIA

Headquartered in Mumbai, CMA CGM Group India operates 11 weekly services directly, connecting India to the world. 546 staff members are employed in the maritime vertical of CMA CGM Group India, across a strong and intricate network of 29 offices. Recognized for its commitment to world-class customer service, CMA CGM Group India continues to maintain regional and local offices around India, allowing personal interaction with customers while maintaining the consistent high standards that a centralized structure requires.

A GLOBAL NETWORK OF SERVICES

CMA CGM India offers a wide range of Shipping and Intermodal solutions covering accessibility to and from 50 inland locations, 6 gateway ports and 7 feeder ports in the country. The Group provides excellent global connectivity with 11 direct and 12 indirect services, to Europe, Africa, North America, South America, Asia, Australasia and the Middle East.
With more than 600 owned agencies in more than 160 countries, the CMA CGM Group owns a wide network, closest to its customers. Centralized in its Head Office in Marseilles, and its six Regional Offices (RO), the Group offers a global range of services and is one of the few worldwide shipping companies to handle the logistics chain from beginning to end.
INTERMODAL

What sets CMA CGM India apart is its spirit of service and commitment to providing value added services to customers locally in the form of connection into 50 Inland Container Depots (ICD) at market competitive pricing with dedicated block trains twice a week connecting Mundra to ICD Dadri and ICD Tughlakabad.

Our Container Freights Stations at 5 key locations: Ameya Logistics & Ocean Gate Container Terminal – Nhava Sheva, Logix Park - Pipavav Honeycomb CFS – Mundra, HALDIA CFS - Haldia & CMA CGM Logistics Park – Dadri add to our portfolio of effective logistics solutions aligned to meet our customer’s needs.

PORT TERMINALS

As the container industry continues to grow, and the vessels get larger, the interface between ship and shore becomes ever more critical to the smooth flow of traffic. Because of this, CMA CGM has been investing in Mundra Port to ensure that we are in a position to optimize our port operations and the connectivity from our vessels to your cargo destination. These facilities are a commitment to service in the Indian marketplace.

INNOVATION DRIVING CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

Constantly looking for ways to enhance the customer experience, CMA CGM has developed several innovative value-added solutions in e-business, such as an online all-in-one platform, available 24/7 in 5 languages, allowing customers to fully manage and monitor their shipping transactions, as well as EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) solutions, to provide fast and error-free communication directly between our system and our customers.

A PLAYER THAT PUTS INNOVATION TO THE SERVICE OF EXCELLENCE AND SAFETY

An efficient and environment-friendly fleet

The leading position of the Group is also reflected by its fleet. With an overall capacity of 2.2 million TEUs of fleet capacity, it counts with 449 vessels, of which 160 company-owned. On October 6th 2015, the Group inaugurated the CMA CGM Bougainville under the Presidency of François Hollande. An 18,000 TEU vessel and CMA CGM flagship, it is the world’s largest containership sailing under the French flag.

Our modern vessel fleet

- **> 16,020 TEUs:** 7.5% company-owned vessels
- **> 10,000 TEUs:** 29.5% of fleet capacity
- **7,500 to 9,999 TEUs:** 21% of fleet capacity
- **< 2,000 TEUs:** 6.5% of fleet capacity
- **4,500 to 7,499 TEUs:** 16% of fleet capacity
- **2,000 to 4,499 TEUs:** 19.5% of fleet capacity
- **< 2,000 TEUs:** 6.5% of fleet capacity

CMA CGM, at the forefront of innovation

Innovation has been a priority for the CMA CGM Group for many years. Recognized for its technological leadership, efficient fleet and commitment to sustainable development, CMA CGM places greater emphasis on technical progress with every passing year. By making it a fully-fledged component of its corporate strategy, CMA CGM strives to offer its customers innovative solutions and services that deliver the right combination of high quality, performance and environmental protection.

- A fleet equipped with the latest technological innovations (Fast Oil Recovery System, electronic injection engine, twisted leading edge rudder)
- Bamboo, light steel and Eko-Flor containers, and low energy reefers
- A fleet navigation and support center
- Innovative training tools to enhance employee expertise